Recently, distributed shared memory systems have received much attention because such an abstraction simpli es programming. In this paper, we present a simple protocol which implements the linearizability consistency criterion in a distributed shared memory system. Unlike previously implemented protocols, our protocol is based on an optimistic approach. The protocol eliminates the necessity of potentially expensive synchronization among processors for each write operation, but may require processes to rollback.
Introduction
In a distributed computing environment, distributed shared memory systems (DSMS) have received much attention. Solutions for many classical synchronization problems have been developed using the shared memory abstraction, and the same solutions can be used in distributed shared memory systems. As a result, it simpli es programming.
In order to improve performance, many systems maintain multiple copies of each data item. In such systems, modi cation to individual copies must be handled carefully to avoid inconsistent system states 1 . Protocols that manage multiple copies in a consistent manner are called data consistency protocols. The classical notion of consistency requires a DSMS to behave exactly like a centralized shared memory system. First of all, all operations on a DSMS must appear to execute atomically and sequentially, even though they may actually execute concurrently on various copies. Secondly, all processors must observe the same illusory sequential order of operations. Finally, the real time ordering of any non-overlapping operations must be maintained in the illusory sequential execution. This notion of consistency is referred to as atomic consistency 4] and is formally de ned by Herlihy and Wing as linearizability 6] . This notion was also analyzed in 1, 10] .
Implementations of linearizable distributed shared memory systems are expensive. Three known protocols for linearizability that have actually been implemented are presented in 2, 9]. All three protocols assume that processors are connected by a network and that each processor has a local memory. The protocol in 9] assumes the existence of an owner processor for each object. The two protocols presented in 2] assume the existence of a primary copy processor for each object. A processor reads values from its local memory. Whenever a read operation is performed, the protocols guarantee that the value in the object either contains the most up-to-date value (the update approach 2]) or is invalidated so that the read operation fails (the invalidation approach 2, 9]). When an object is written, an owner or primary copy processor must synchronize the update (or invalidation) on the local memories of all processors which currently hold a copy of the object. This synchronization can be very expensive. If the invalidation approach is used, each write operation requires one round of message exchange between an owner (or primary copy) processor and each of the processors that hold a copy of the object. If the update approach is used, it requires one and a half rounds of message exchange.
All three protocols are based on a pessimistic approach; that is, the system considers the worst case and guarantees that an execution is always correct. In this approach, unnecessary propagation of data values and synchronization may take place. For example, if processor P i writes x, then information about the write operation is propagated to every processor which holds a copy of x even though some processors may never subsequently read x.
In this paper, we propose an optimistic approach to implement linearizability. Optimistic approaches have proved useful in several areas including concurrency control 3, 8] and distributed event simulation 7] . Optimistic approaches are e ective when implementations of pessimistic approaches are expensive, rollback or recovery of application programs is easy to achieve, and most of the time, necessary conditions are satis ed without special care. First of all, the pessimistic approaches described above are expensive if the synchronization is expensive. Secondly, whether rollback is easy (or even possible) depends on the application. In our protocol, a rollback only requires undoing read operations and does not cause cascading rollbacks. Therefore, rollback is possible and simple for many applications. Note that like most optimistic concurrency control protocols, our optimistic approach may not be suitable for certain interactive applications. Finally, whether the necessary conditions for linearizability are satis ed most of the time depends on the application. If memory contention is low (e.g., di erent processors rarely access common objects), the optimistic approach is e cient. This is consistent with the optimistic approach in concurrency control.
The protocol assumes the existence of a shared memory module. When a processor executes a read operation, it tentatively reads a value from its local memory. When a processor executes a write operation, it accesses the shared memory module. Upon accessing the shared memory module, the processor updates its local memory to hold the most up-to-date values. It also checks whether any object that it has read since the previous shared memory access has been written with a new value. If so, the write operation that wrote the new value may have violated the property of linearizability, and thus the processor rolls back to the point of the previous shared memory access and starts executing from that point; otherwise, the tentative read operations become permanent and the processor continues executing new operations.
The shared memory module is an abstraction. It may be implemented by a special processor in the network. However, other methods can be used. For example, the memory objects can be replicated, and quorum protocols can be used to improve fault tolerance and accessibility.
As in optimistic concurrency control 8], the protocol does not capture timing information for a validity check; that is, information on the real time order of read and write operations is lost. Thus, the protocol assumes the worst case. As a result, the protocol may reject some operations which actually satisfy the property of linearizability.
As a related work, Herlihy and Moss proposed validation based shared memory, called transactional memory 5]. In transactional memory, a user process implements a critical section as a transaction, which is a nite sequence of load and store operations followed by an explicit commit operation. A commit operation succeeds only if no other transaction has updated any location accessed by this transaction, and no other transaction has read any location updated by this transaction. If a commit operation fails, all of the transaction's updates are discarded (aborted).
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives de nitions of a distributed shared memory system, histories, and linearizability. The protocol is described in Section 3, and its correctness is shown in Section 4. Section 5 presents performance of the protocol based on simulation. A distributed shared memory system (DSMS) is a triple (P; M; PRO), consisting of a set of N processors P = fP 1 ; ; P N g, a shared memory M, and a protocol PRO which is executed by the processors to access shared memory.
Each processor P i sequentially executes read and write operations on data items (also called objects) in M. A write operation on M by processor P i on an object x is denoted by w i (x)v, where v is the value written on x by this operation. A read operation on x in M by P i is denoted by r i (x)u, where u is the value of x returned by this operation. We may omit the parameters of an operation when they are not important. We assume that each object in M is initialized by an imaginary write operation before the execution begins.
When the duration of an operation op is considered, we represent op by two events: an invocation event denoted inv(op), and a response event denoted res(op). Event inv(op) is the beginning of operation op, and event res(op) is the end of operation op. Events occur instantaneously.
History
A history is a well-ordered irre exive partially ordered set (poset) ! H= (H; ! H ), where H is a set of read and write operations and ! H is an irre exive partial order on H. All events can be totally ordered by extending the real time relation. Since hardware usually arbitrates the order of concurrent events, we assume that at each processor, no more than one event occurs at the same time. If several events occur at the same time on di erent processors, we use processor identi ers to break ties. Thus, we obtain the following relation: Let e i and e j be events which occur on P i and P j , respectively. Then, e i < RT e j , if e i occurs before e j in real time, or they occur at exactly the same time and i < j. This total order on events induces a partial order < on operations: Let op i and op j be operations in A processor history of processor P i is a sequential history ! h i = (h i ; ! hi ), where h i is the set of read and write operations issued by processor P i , and total order ! hi is speci ed by the program running on P i .
An execution history of a DSMS (P; M; PRO) is a history ! H= (H; ! H ) produced by executing protocol PRO on the set of processors P and shared memory M. So, an execution history must preserve processor orders; that is, (1) H = N i=1 h i , and (2) 
Linearizability
Linearizability is de ned by Herlihy and Wing in 6]. Informally, linearizability requires that all operations on a DSMS appear to execute atomically and that all processors observe the same illusory legal sequential order of operations. In the illusory sequential execution, the real time order of any non-overlapping operations is maintained. 
Basic idea
We assume that the system consists of a shared memory module (denoted SMem) and multiple job processors (denoted processors) which run application processes. Each processor communicates with SMem via a reliable network. SMem stores copies of all objects in the DSMS. Each processor has a local memory to store copies of some objects, as well as a private memory to store programs and objects which are private to the processor. The local memories are used to implement the shared memory abstraction. The size of the local memory is the same as the size of shared memory SMem. A processor provides a user process with three operations: read, write, and validate. A user level program only includes read and write operations. Validation operations are transparent to a user level program and are inserted by the compiler wherever needed. All write and validate operations are sent to the shared memory module, and the shared memory module executes the operations sequentially. Thus, write operations processed by SMem constitute a total order. As mentioned in Section 2, we assume that each object in M is initialized by an imaginary write operation before the execution begins. Thus, at any given time T in the execution, we can identify the last write operation performed on each object by following the sequence of write operations backwards from T. We call such a write operation on each object x the last-write on x with respect to T, and the value written by the last-write is called the last-write value. At any time, SMem holds the last-write values of all objects in its memory.
When a processor communicates with SMem to perform a write or validate operation (denoted wv 1 ) at time T 1 , it updates all objects in its local memory with the last-write values with respect to T 1 . A processor always reads values from its local memory. By the next write or validate operation (denoted wv 2 ) at T 2 , if all values that the processor have read, between T 1 and T 2 , are still the last-write values with respect to T 1 , all of the read operations and the write operation (if wv 2 is a write) are validated and the processor will proceed. On the other hand, if some of the objects read were updated between T 1 and T 2 , all of the read operations and the write operation (if wv 2 is a write) become void. In this case, the processor rolls back to the operation immediately following wv 1 and restarts its execution from there 2 . We call this check a validity check.
To know whether each object in a given processor contains the last-write value with respect to the current time T, SMem maintains a two dimensional binary array, Hold Last Write Processor Range] Object Range]. Hold LastWrite i] x] is 1 if object x in the local memory at processor P i holds the value written by the last-write with respect to T; it is 0 otherwise. First, each element of Hold Last Write is initialized to 0. Then, SMem updates Hold Last Write in the following way: When SMem performs a write on object x issued by P i at time T, the write becomes the last-write on x. Therefore, local memories for x at all processors, except P i , no longer hold the last-write value with respect to T. Thus, Hold Last Write entries for object x at all processors, except P i , are set to zero (refer to steps (f) and (g) in the protocol below). Upon the completion of the operation, all values in the local memory of P i are updated to become the last-write value with respect to T (refer to step (b)); therefore, all elements in the i th row of Hold Last Write are set to one (refer to step (h)).
Each processor P i maintains a one dimensional binary array Have Read Object Range]. When P i reads object x, it sets the x entry of Have Read to one. Thus, Have Read x] = 1 if P i has read object x since the last validity check; it is 0 otherwise. When P i accesses SMem, the message carries Have Read, and SMem does a validity check by comparing Hold Last Write and Have Read to see if P i has only read last-write values (refer to step (d)).
Description of the protocol
In addition to Hold Last Write, SMem maintains the following data structure: M Object Range]: the data object memory. In addition to Have Read, each processor P i maintains the following data structures: 
Correctness

Safety property
If a write operation is issued and the validity check fails, the write operation is invalidated, along with the previous read operations issued after the previous validity check (check point). Then, the execution resumes from the checkpoint. Note that invalidating a write operation causes local memory to be updated, just as if a validate operation had been performed. Therefore, in the following discussion, the term \validate operation" denotes either a validate operation or a failed (invalidated) write operation. Terms \write operation" and \read operation" denote validated write and read operations, respectively.
Let h 0 i be the set of read, write, and validate operations executed by processor P i . Thus, h 0 i is the union of h i and the set of all validate operations of P i . We 
Liveness property
The protocol is prone to starvation. Write or validate operations issued by a processor may be rejected repeatedly, and the processor may never progress.
To guarantee that a validity check will succeed, we must introduce additional mechanisms. We consider two such mechanisms: locking objects and insertion of validate operations.
A locking approach
One approach is to introduce locks on objects. SMem manages read locks on each object. While an object is read-locked, it can be read-locked by other processors and can be read by any processor. However, if a write operation is attempted on a locked object, it is delayed until all the read locks on the object are released. Note that the validity check of a write operation can be performed even though the object is locked (step (d)). However, if the validity check succeeds, the actual write (steps (e) though (h)) must be delayed until all read locks are released. In order to avoid a rollback, when a processor P i accesses SMem for a write or validate operation (denoted wv 1 ), it obtains read locks on the set of objects that will be read before the next write or validate operation (denoted wv 2 ). Such a set can be constructed by the compiler. Processor P i then executes its program; it executes the read operations and then wv 2 . When wv 2 is executed, it performs a validity check and releases all read locks. It is guaranteed that the validity check succeeds. If wv 2 is a write operation, it may be delayed due to read locks on the object held by other processors. Thus, it is important to perform the validity check and release locks rst, and then execute the actual write (steps (e) through (h)). It is easy to see that deadlock never occurs. A wait-for relation exists only from a writing processor to processors which hold read locks on the object. However, a writing processor does not hold any read lock when it actually writes. Thus, there exists no cycle in the resulting wait-for graph.
Without care, write and/or lock requests may starve. For example, assume that a priority is given to lock requests over write requests. If object x is locked by several processes when a write request on object x arrives at SMem, the write request is blocked. Before all the locks on x are released, new lock requests on x may arrive. If this keeps happening, the write request is delayed inde nitely.
On the other hand, a priority may be given to write operations. This approach seems to be more logical for the following reasons:
The duration of a lock operation is determined by the number of read operations that are performed by the requesting process, and SMem does have no control on it; and The duration of a write operation is predictable and shorter since it involves only local operation within SMem. However, it may still be possible that write operations keep arriving, and some lock requests that have con ict with incoming write operations are delayed. The possibility of this case would be much smaller than that of the rst approach.
We discuss another approach that does not cause starvation. We say that two requests con ict if one is a write request, another is a lock request, and they operate on a common object. SMem maintains a queue for pending write and lock requests (pending queue). All the con icting requests in the pending queue are processed in strict FIFO order. This is achieved in the following manner:
An incoming write request on object x is enqueued if x is already locked; otherwise, it is immediately executed. A write request in the pending queue is dequeued and executed when the object of the write operation is no longer locked by any lock operation and there is no con icting lock request in front of it in the pending queue. An incoming lock operation for a set of objects, say O, is enqueued if there exists a write operation on object x 2 O in the pending queue. A lock request in the pending queue is dequeued and granted the requested locks when it does not con ict with any write operations in front of it in the pending queue. Finally, we would like to discuss one application of the lock approach. We may classify processors into two types: recoverable processors and unrecoverable processors. If the process running on a processor is critical and cannot a ord a rollback, then the processor is classi ed as unrecoverable and uses the locking approach described above. Also, if validity checks by a recoverable processor fail more than a certain number of consecutive times, the processor may become unrecoverable.
Insertion of validate operations
Another approach to minimize rollback is to issue validate operations frequently. This is easily achieved by inserting a validation operation when the number of consecutive read operations exceed some limit. The limit may de ned either statically or dynamically. Even though this increases the message overhead, it may increase throughput if it decrease the number of rollback recovery.
Performance Evaluation
We wrote a simulation program of the optimistic protocol with starvationavoidance mechanisms discussed in Section 4. For performance comparison, we also wrote a program to simulate a networked system with the centralized physical shared memory. The purposes of this simulation are (1) to con rm that the protocol does not yield starvation and (2) to show that there is a class of histories in which the optimistic protocol works well (compared with the centralized shared memory system).
The following starvation-avoidance mechanisms are incorporated: If a write operation is aborted more than FW times, the lock approach described in Section 4.2.1 is applied. If the number of consecutive read operations exceeds CR, a validate operation is inserted as described in Section 4.2.2. The values of FW and CR are parameters of simulation.
The following are also parameters of simulation (the numbers in the square brackets ] indicate the parameter values used in the simulation of which results are presented in Table 1) Starvation does not occur (i.e., the proposed starvation-avoidance mechanisms work); and The optimistic approach works well in the following situations: (1) the number of objects in the shared memory is high, (2) the number of processors is low, (3) the network latency is high, and/or (4) the overheads of saving contexts, performing lock operations, and recovery when validations fail, are low. The above (1) and (2) represent situations in which low memory contention is expected. Otherwise, the centralized shared memory system works better. This result is compatible with that of the optimistic concurrency control protocol 3]. In the starvation-avoidance mechanisms, when memory contention is low, the lock mechanism tends to work better. When memory contention is high, the insertion (of validate operations) approach seems to work better.
As an example, we show the results of the simulation using the parameters indicated in the above square brackets. The simulation is performed with shared memory sizes (N) of 10, 20, 40, and 60. We de ne throughput of a given protocol to be the total number of operations that are completed in 100,000 unit time period. The simulation shows that the throughput of the centralized shared memory system is 7932 regardless of the shared memory size. Table 1 shows the throughput of the optimistic protocol with various starvation-avoidance parameters (i.e., FW and CR values), normalized by the throughput of the centralized shared memory system. The column indicated by x; y] gives the normalized throughput of the optimistic protocol with FW = x and CR = y.
Conclusion
This paper presented a simple protocol which implements the linearizability consistency criterion in a distributed shared memory system. Unlike previously implemented protocols, the protocol is based on an optimistic approach. Optimistic approaches have been successfully used in the areas of concurrency control and distributed event simulation. Thus, the contributions of the paper are (1) a new protocol for linearizability and (2) an increase in the number of applications based on optimistic protocols. The protocol eliminates the necessity of potentially expensive synchronization among processors for each write operation, but may require processes to rollback. Thus, the choice between previous protocols and the protocol presented here depends on the characteristics of the application.
